Such mutants contribute less to colony functions but more to reproduction. However, previous models 32 testing this idea have failed to explain the high diversity of allorecognition alleles in nature. These models 33 did not, however, consider the possible role of spatial structure. We model the joint evolution of allorecog- other hand, the mere threat of parasitism could select for high allorecognition diversity, preventing 43 invasion of somatic parasites. Moderate population viscosity combined with weak global dispersal was 44 optimal for the joint evolution of allorecognition and protection against parasitism. Our results are 45 consistent with the widespread occurrence of allorecognition in fungi and the low degree of somatic 46 parasitism. We discuss the implications of our results for allorecognition in other organism groups. sessile marine invertebrates (Grosberg, 1988) . However, the origin 65 and maintenance of polymorphic genetic recognition cues remain 66 incompletely understood despite substantial theoretical and 67 empirical research (e.g. (Crozier, 1986; Nauta and Hoekstra, 68 1994; Rousset and Roze, 2007) erating nuclei, such a variant will be selected, but selection among 119 colonies will disfavour such a variant. Thus, it is a cheater as it 120 increases its relative fitness within a colony of wildtype nuclei, 121 but does so at the cost of colony fitness (Ghoul et al., 2014) .
122
Although such mutants are not common in fungi, a few examples 123 are known (Davis, 1960; Pittenger and Brawner, 1961 non-parasitic and n parasitic individuals is. Diversity was measured using the Gini-Simpson Index (Jost, 301 2006), which is the probability that two individuals taken from 302 the population at random belong to different groups. high allotype diversity (Fig. 2) . In some of the cases when the para-334 site takes over, the final state of the population is still polymorphic 335 for allorecognition (like in Fig. 2b1 ). This might be considered as the for all the simulations; mutation rate from non-parasitic to parasitic genotype is l P = 10 À6 everywhere except for a3 where l P = 10
À5
. Parasitic cells do not mutate back to non-parasitic. All other simulation parameter values are specified on the graphs. For a systematic scan of the parameter space see the Supplement Figs. S1-S3. (Fig. 2b1) . 379 The surprising increase in the number of allorecognition types 380 with increasing the segregation distortion H can be interpreted (Fig. 2a1and a3) it helps parasites take over (Fig. 4a) . For moderate asymmetry 473 (H = 0.6), however, weak global dispersal (at g = 1-5%) is 474 beneficial, but strong global dispersion (g > 5-10%) is also delete-475 rious (Fig. 4b) . 
Discussion

477
Somatic fusion provides opportunities for somatic parasites. 478 The overall conclusion of our study is that allorecognition can be 479 an efficient means to prevent the spread of somatic parasites and 
